Maps of Early Modern London

Digital tools help put literature in its place.
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1. 1560s Agas map
2. Encyclopedia
3. Library

© The Agas map is used on this website by kind permission of the London Metropolitan Archives, Corporation of the City of London. Copyright law prohibits further reproduction of these images in any form under any circumstances. More Information.
The Agas Map
An example of data visualization

The London locations in *Richard III* on the Agas Map, sized according to the number of references to them.
Google-style Map
Opinion 1.
A Creative Idea

1. Great tool to put literature in its space
2. Great tool to know the history of early modern London (culture geography)
3. Great Platform for data visualization
4. Great tool to make use of online texts
Opinion 2. A Great Work

1. Inovles many kinds of literature of that time.
2. Many students participate in the project.
3. Many research products by use of this project.
4. Open-source
Opinion 3.
Why not make map beautiful

Make it colorful, 3-dimensional!
Opinion 4.
Why not make it dynamical

Like what Ngram Viewer does, it can also show the “busy” London places in literature and the change of these “busy” places.
Thanks